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Recently, large scale of machine-readable dictionaries and corpora are often used in
Natural Language Processing. EDR electronic dictionary is a very large scale of machine-
readable database of language, that has word dictionaries and thesaurus and corpora.
EDR thesaurus is a part of EDR electronic dictionary, which consists of 400,000 concepts,
and concept explication explain each concept. We can get useful information from EDR
thesaurus, e.g. hypernym, hyponym, synonym. For users need these information, the rich
concepts of EDR thesaurus is useful.

However, for processes using EDR thesaurus, performance of EDR thesaurus is not
always enough. For example,

� The distribution of concepts of EDR thesaurus is slanted.

� The number of synonym given by EDR thesaurus is too much. More closely syn-
onyms are needed.

The former case are solved by adding new concepts by editor. However, in the latter case,
the building thesaurus which covering all requirements is not realistic because a level of
requirement is inconsist for every users. In this paper, we propose method of adding such
information as distinguish di�erence among synonyms.

We extract this information from concept explication. However, information of con-
cept explication can not use by computer because they are written in natural language.
So we make morphological, syntactical, semantical analysis, for making machine handle
information of concept explication.
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First, we notice similarity between concept explication and explanation of ordinary
dictionaries, tried to get information of syntactic structure using surface feature of concept
explication. For the reason, we get N-gram statistics from set of concept explication
which classi�ed part of speech. As the result, di�erent frequently N-grams every part of
speech are acquired and it is known that some of them give information which contribute
syntactical and semantical analysis. (we call such N-gram key word.) In this paper, we
de�ne de�nite word, to-iu part, ni-oite part. These information are extracted easily
by using information of key word.

We explain the process of semantical analysis of concept explication. First, making
groups which consist of synonyms. Secondly, making groups which consist of same word
(we call such group A-group)and making groups which consist of word have same govern
word and same case. (we call such group B-group.) After grouping process, do word
sense disambiguation for de�nite words and words of to-iu part and words of ni-oite part by
using a semantical restriction given by key words and scoring based information

of EDR thesaurus. If a A-group have a word which �xed sense already exist, �x sense
of all words of this A-group. Words of B-group is decided sense by using information

that they have similar senses with each other. Words is not decided sense until
this process is decided sense by applying default method based information of frequency
of EDR Co-occurrence dictionary.

For veri�cation of e�ectiveness of method is proposed us, we did experiment. We make
21 test sets which consist of leaf node of EDR thesaurus. (Sum of concepts of test set
is 535.) As the result, we get good result relatively for de�nite words and words of to-iu
part and words of ni-oite words, recall is 56% and precision is 64%. And we get result for
other words by applying default method, recall is 60%, precision is 55%. Lastly, we get
result for all words of test set, recall is 60%, precision is 55%.

Especially, the method for de�nite words and words of to-iu part and words of ni-oite
part get good result however it consist of low-cost methods.

Through the experiment, accuracy is not very high, but there is still room for im-
provement in this score and ranking.
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